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Abstract.

We address the problem of providing integrated
access to diverse and dynamic information sources. We explain how this problem di ers from the traditional database
integration problem and we focus on one aspect of the information integration problem, namely information exchange.
We de ne an object-based information exchange model and a
corresponding query language that we believe are well suited
for integration of diverse information sources. We describe
how the model and language have been used to integrate heterogeneous bibliographic information sources. We also describe two general-purpose libraries we have implemented for
object exchange between clients and servers.

1 Introduction

A signi cant challenge facing the database eld in recent years has been the integration of heterogeneous
databases. Enterprises tend to represent their data using
a variety of con icting data models and schemas, while
users want to access all data in an integrated and consistent fashion. There has been substantial progress on
database integration techniques [1,8,12,18]; in addition,
emerging standards such as SQL3 are aimed at eliminating many of the problems.
At the same time, however, the problem of integration has become much more challenging because users
want integrated access to information|data stored not
just in standardized SQL databases, but also in, e.g.,
object repositories, knowledge bases, le systems, and
document retrieval systems. In addition, users want to
integrate this information with \legacy" data, and even
with data that is not stored but rather arrives on-line,
e.g. over a news wire. Although there are many similarities, integrating a disparate set of information sources
di ers from the integration of conventional databases in
the following ways:
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Many of the sources contain data that is unstructured or semi-structured, having no regular schema
to describe the data. For example, a source may consist of free-form text; even if the text does have some
structure, the \ elds" (e.g., author, title, etc.) may
vary in unpredictable ways.
 The environment is dynamic. The number of sources,
their contents, and the meaning of their contents may
change frequently.
 Information access and integration are intertwined.
In a traditional environment, there are two phases:
an integration phase where data models and schemas
are combined, and an access phase where data is
fetched. In our environment, it may not be clear how
information is combined until samples are viewed,
and the integration strategy may change if certain
unexpected data is encountered.
 Integration in our environment requires more human
participation. In the extreme case, integration is performed manually by the end user. In other cases,
integration may be automated, but only after a human studies samples of the data and determines the
procedure to follow.
In light of these di erences and diculties, we believe
that the goal is not to perform fully automated information integration that hides all diversity from the user,
but rather to provide a framework and tools to assist
humans (end users and/or humans programming integration software) in their information processing and integration activities. So, what should the framework and
tools look like? There are at least three categories:
1. Information exchange. The various components
of an information system need to exchange data objects (units of information), either for examination
by an end user or for integration with other data
objects. For this, there needs to be an agreement
as to how objects will be requested, how they will
be represented, what the semantic meaning of each
object (and its components) is, and how objects are
actually transported over a network. Once an exchange format is agreed upon, there need to be tools
for translating between an information source and
the exchange format.
2. Information discovery and browsing. Users will
want to explore the available information, discovering
sources, browsing objects, and learning the semantics
of objects and their components. Tools for informa
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Figure 1: Communication through a translator
tion discovery and browsing allow humans (and ultimately software) to query for sources of interest,
to request objects from sources, to navigate through
objects, and to ask questions about the meaning of
objects and their components.
3. Mediators. A mediator is a program that collects
information from one or more sources, processes and
combines it, and exports the resulting information
[20]. We envision a variety of tools to assist the mediator writer, some resembling a programming environment, others presenting a menu of common ways
of combining information.
In this paper we focus particularly on the information
exchange problem discussed in point 1, since we believe
this problem needs to be solved before browsing tools
or mediators can be constructed. To motivate the information exchange problem further, consider an information source IS that contains bibliographic entries such
as those found in many libraries. Some client C (human
or otherwise) wishes to locate all books by author \J.D.
Ullman" on the topic of \databases." Since IS and C are
likely to be di erent, we need a common language and
information format for communication. Client C uses
the common language to express a query that requests
the desired object. A front end to IS , which we call
a translator (sometimes referred to as a wrapper), converts the query to a form that IS can process. When IS
responds (with a set of bibliographic entries in some format), the translator converts the response into an object
in the common format and transmits it to C . Finally,
C may choose to translate the object (or the components it wants) into its own internal model. This form
of communication is illustrated in Figure 1.
In Section 2 we present an \object exchange model"
(OEM) that we believe is well suited for information exchange in heterogeneous, dynamic environments. OEM
is exible enough to encompass all types of information,
yet it is simple enough to facilitate integration; OEM also
includes semantic information about objects. In Section
3 we describe the query language we have designed for requesting objects in OEM. In Section 4 we describe how
we have used OEM to integrate several heterogeneous
bibliographic information sources, and we describe a tool

we have built for browsing OEM-based integrated information. In Section 5 we present a pair of general-purpose
libraries we have implemented that support OEM object exchange between any client and server processes.
The procedures in these libraries provide communication
services, session handling, object memory management,
and partial object fetches. Calls to these procedures are
embedded in client programs. In Section 6 we conclude
and discuss our ongoing work in information integration
using OEM.

2 Object Exchange Model

The rst question to be addressed is: with so many data
models around, why do we need another one? In fact
we do not need another new model. Rather, we adopt a
model that has been in use for many years. The basic
idea is very simple: each value we wish to exchange is
given a label (or tag) that describes its meaning. For
example, if we wish to exchange the temperature value
80 degrees Fahrenheit, we may describe it as:
htemp-in-Fahrenheit, integer, 80i
where the string \temp-in-Fahrenheit" is a humanreadable label, \integer" indicates the type of the value,
and \80" is the value itself. If we wish to exchange a
complex object, then each component of the object has
its own label. For example, an object representing a set
of two temperatures may look like:
hset-of-temps, set, fcmpnt1 , cmpnt2 gi
cmpnt1 is htemp-in-Fahrenheit, integer, 80i
cmpnt2 is htemp-in-Celsius, integer, 20i
A main feature of OEM is that it is self-describing.
We need not de ne in advance the structure of an object,
and there is no notion of a xed schema or object class.
In a sense, each object contains its own schema. For
example, \temp-in-Fahrenheit" above plays the role of a
column name, were this object to be stored in a relation,
and \integer" would be the domain for that column.1
Note that, unlike in a database schema, a label here
can play two roles: identifying an object (component),
and identifying the meaning of an object (component).
To illustrate, consider the following object:
hperson-record, set, fcmpnt1 , cmpnt2 , cmpnt3 gi
cmpnt1 is hperson-name, string, \Fred"i
cmpnt2 is hoce-num-in-bldg-5, integer, 333i
cmpnt3 is hdepartment, string, \toy"i
Like a column name in a relation, the label \personname" identi es which component in the person's record
contains the person's name. In addition, the label
\person-name" identi es the meaning of the component.
Thus, we suggest that labels should be as descriptive
as possible. (For instance, in our example above, replacing \person-name" by \string" would not be advisable.)
1
Of course, if we are exchanging a set of objects where
each object has the same structure and labels, then it would
be redundant to transmit labels with every member of the set.
We view this as a data compression issue and do not discuss
it further here. From a logical point of view, we assume that
each object in our model carries its own label.

In addition, if an informationsource exports objects with
a particular label, then we assume that the source can
answer the question What does this label mean?. The
answer should be a human-readable description|a type
of \man page" (similar in avor to Unix Manual pages).
For example, if we ask the source that exports the above
object about \person-name," it might reply with a text
note explaining that this label refers to names of employees of a certain corporation, the names do not exceed 30
characters, and upper vs. lower case is not relevant.
It is particularly important to note that labels are relative to the source that exports them. That is, we do
not expect labels to be drawn from an ontology shared
by all information sources. For example, a client might
see the label \person-name" originating from two di erent sources that provide personnel data for two di erent
companies, and the label may mean something di erent
for each source; the client is responsible for understanding the di erences. If the client happens to be a mediator
that exports combined personnel data for the two companies, then the mediator may choose to de ne a new
label \generic-person-name" (along with a \man page"),
to indicate that the information is not with respect to a
particular company. Mediators are discussed further in
Section 4.2.
We believe that a self-describing object exchange
model provides the exibility needed in a heterogeneous,
dynamic environment. For example, personnel records
could have fewer or more components than the ones suggested above; in our temperatures set, we could dynamically add temperatures in Kelvin, say. In spite of this
exibility, the model remains very simple.
As mentioned earlier, the idea of self-describing models is not new|such models have been used in a variety of systems (see Section 2.2 for a discussion of these
models and systems). Consequently, the reader may at
this point wonder why we are writing a paper about a
self-describing model, if such models have been used for
many years. A rst reason is that we believe it is useful
to formally cast a self-describing model in the context of
information exchange in heterogeneous systems (something that has not been done before, to the best of our
knowledge), and to extend the model to include object
nesting as illustrated above. To do this, a number of
issues had to be addressed, as will be seen in subsequent
sections. A second reason is to provide an appropriate object request language based on the model. Our
language is similar to nested-SQL languages; however,
we believe that the use of labels within objects leads to
a language that is more intuitive than nested-SQL (see
Section 3).

2.1 Speci cation

Each object in OEM has the following structure:
Label Type Value Object-ID
where the four elds are:
 Label: A variable-length character string describing
what the object represents.



Type: The data type of the object's value. Each

type is either an atom type (such as integer, string,
real number, etc.), or the type set. The possible
atom types are not xed and may vary from information source to information source.
 Value: A variable-length value for the object.
 Object-ID: A unique variable-length identi er for
the object or null.
In denoting an object on paper, we generally drop the
Object-ID eld, i.e. we write hlabel,type,valuei, as in the
examples above. Due to space constraints, we do not discuss the types or uses of OEM Object-ID's here. Consequently, we also omit discussion of duplicate objects,
and of the di erent ways in which subobjects may be
represented in set values. (For presentation, we use simple mnemonic identi ers for subobject references, as in
the examples above.) The interested reader is referred
to [16] for further discussion.

2.2 Related Models and Systems

Labeled elds are used as the basis of several data models
or data formatting conventions. For example, a tagged
le system [19] uses labels instead of positions to identify
elds; this is useful when records may have a large number of possible elds, but most elds are empty. Electronic mail messages consist of label-value pairs (e.g. label \From" and value \yannis@cs.stanford.edu"). More
recently, Lotus Notes [14] has used a label-value model
to represent oce documents, and Teknekron Software
Systems [15] has used a self-describing object model for
exchange of information in their stock trading systems.
In [12] and [13] self-describing databases are proposed as
a solution to obtaining the increased exibility required
by heterogeneous systems.
Recent projects on heterogeneous database systems
(e.g., [1,3,10]) have applied object-oriented (OO) data
models to the problem of database integration. OEM
di ers from these and other OO data models in several
ways. First, OEM is an information exchange model.
OEM does not specify how objects are stored at the
source. OEM does specify how objects are received at a
client, but after objects are received they can be stored
in any way the client likes.
A very important di erence between OEM and conventional OO models is that OEM is much simpler.
OEM supports only object nesting and object identity;
other features such as classes, methods, and inheritance
are omitted. (Incidentally, [4] claims that the only two
essential features of an OO data model are nesting and
object identity.) Our primary reason for choosing a very
simple model is to facilitate integration. As pointed
out in [2], simple data models have an advantage over
complex models when used for integration, since the
operations to transform and merge data will be correspondingly simpler. Meanwhile, a simple model can
still be very powerful: advanced features can be \emulated" when they are necessary. For example, if we
wish to model an employee class with subclasses \active"
and \retired," we can add a subobject to each employee

object with label \subclass" and value \active" or \retired." Of course this is not identical to having classes
and subclasses, since OEM does not force objects to conform to the rules for a class. While some may view this
as a weakness of OEM, we view it as an advantage, since
it lets us cope with the heterogeneity
we expect to nd
in real-world information sources.2
The exible nature of OEM can allow us to model complex features of a source in a simple way. For example,
consider a deductive database that contains a parent
relation and supports the recursive ancestor relation
through derivation rules. If we wish to provide an OEM
model of this data in which it is easy to locate a person's
ancestors, we can make the object that corresponds to
each person contain as subobjects the objects that correspond to his/her parents. It is then simple to pose a
query in our OEM query language (see Section 3) that
retrieves all of a person's ancestors. In addition, a user
can browse through a person's \family tree" using the
browsing facility described in Section 4.1.
A nal distinct di erence between OEM and conventional OO models is the use of labels in place of a schema.
Clearly, it would be trivial to add labels to a conventional
OO model (e.g., all objects could have an attribute called
\label"). The only di erence then is that in OEM labels are rst-class citizens. We believe this small change
makes interpretation and manipulation of objects more
straightforward, as discussed in the next section. Note
that the schema-less nature of OEM is particularly useful when a client does not know in advance the labels or
structure of OEM objects. In traditional data models,
a client must be aware of the schema in order to pose a
query. In our model, a client can discover the structure
of the information as queries are posed.

3 Query Language

To request OEM objects from an information source, a
client issues queries in a language we refer to as OEMQL. OEM-QL adapts existing SQL-like languages for
object-oriented models to OEM.
The basic construct in OEM-QL is an SQL-like
SELECT-FROM-WHERE expression. The syntax is:
SELECT Fetch-Expression
FROM Object
WHERE Condition

The result of this query is itself an object, with the special label \answer":
hanswer, set, fobj1, obj2, : : :, obj gi
n

Note that some proposed interchange standards, e.g.
CORBA's Object Request Broker [7], tend to be signi cantly more complex than OEM. We expect that if such
standards are adopted, OEM could be used to provide a simpler, more \client-friendly" front end. Other proposed standards, such as ODMG's Object Database Standard [5], are
directed towards interoperability and portability of objectoriented database systems, rather than towards facilitating
object exchange in highly heterogeneous environments.
2

hbiblio, set, fdoc1 , doc2 , : : : , docn gi
doc1 is hdoc, set, fauths1 , topic1 , call-no1 gi
auths1 is hauth-set, set, fauth11 gi
auth11 is hauth-ln, string, \Ullman"i
topic1 is htopic, string, \Databases"i
call-no1 is hinternal-call-no, integer, 25i
doc2 is hdoc, set, fauths2 , topic2 , call-no2 gi
auths2 is hauth-set, set, fauth12 , auth22 ,auth32 gi
auth12 is hauth-ln, string, \Aho"i
auth22 is hauth-ln, string, \Hopcroft"i
auth32 is hauth-ln, string, \Ullman"i
topic2 is htopic, string, \Algorithms"i
call-no2 is hdewey-decimal, string, \BR273"i

..
.

docn is hdoc, set, fauthsn , topicn , call-non gi
authsn is hauth, string, \Michael Crichtoni
topicn is htopic, string, \Dinosaurs"i
call-non is h ction-call-no, integer, 95i

Figure 2: Object structure for example queries
Each returned subobject obj is a component of the object speci ed in the FROM clause of the query, where the
component is located by the Fetch-Expression and satises the Condition. Details are given below. We assume
that the Object in the FROM clause is speci ed using a
lexical object-identi er, and that for every information
source there is a distinguished object with lexical identier \root." (Sources may or may not support additional
lexical identi ers.) Certainly the query language may
be extended with a call interface that allows non-lexical
object identi ers in FROM clauses.
The Fetch-Expression in the SELECT clause and the
Condition in the WHERE clause both use the notion of a
path, which describes a traversal through an object using
subobject structure and labels. For example, the path
\biblio.doc.auth" describes components that have label \auth," and that are subobjects of an object with
label \doc" that is in turn a subobject of an object with
label \biblio." Paths are used in the Fetch-Expression
to specify which components are returned in the answer object; paths are used in the Condition to qualify
the fetched objects or other (related) components in the
same object structure. In the remainder of this section
we provide a number of examples that serve to illustrate
the capabilities of OEM-QL; a complete syntax and semantics is given in [16].
For the examples, suppose that we are accessing a
bibliographic information source with the object structure shown in Figure 2. Let the entire object (i.e.,
the top-level object with label \biblio") be the distinguished object with lexical object identi er \root". Note
that although much of this object structure is regular|
components have the same labels and types|there are
some irregularities. For example, the call number format
is di erent for each document shown, and the third document uses a di erent structure for author information.
Example 3.1 Our rst example retrieves the topic of
each document for which \Ullman" is one of the authors:
i

SELECT biblio.doc.topic
FROM root
WHERE biblio.doc.auth-set.auth-ln = "Ullman"

Intuitively, the query's WHERE clause nds all paths
through the subobject structure with the sequence of
labels [biblio, doc, auth-set, auth-ln] such that the
object at the end of the path has value \Ullman." For
each such path, the SELECT clause speci es that one
component of the answer object is the object obtained
by traversing the same path, except ending with label
topic instead of labels [auth-set, auth-ln]. Hence, for
the portion of the object structure shown in Figure 2 the
query returns:
hanswer, set, fobj1, obj2gi
obj1 is htopic, string, \Databases"i
obj2 is htopic, string, \Algorithms"i
Example 3.2 Our second example illustrates the use
of \wild-cards" and an existential WHERE clause. This
query retrieves the topics of all documents with internal
call numbers.
SELECT biblio.?.topic
FROM root
WHERE biblio.?.internal-call-no

The \?" label matches any label. Therefore, for this
query, the doc labels in Figure 2 could be replaced by
any other strings and the query would produce the same
result. By convention, two occurrences of ? in the same
query must match the same label unless variables are
used (see below). Note that there is no comparison operator in the WHERE clause of this query, just a path. This
means we only check that the object with the speci ed
path exists; its value is irrelevant. Hence, for the portion of the object structure shown in Figure 2 the query
returns:
hanswer, set, fobj1gi
obj1 is htopic, string, \Databases"i
Example 3.3 In Example 3.2, the wild-card symbol ?
was used to match any label. We also allow \wild-paths,"
speci ed by the symbol3 \". Symbol  matches any path
of length one or more. Using , the query in the previous example would be expressed as:
SELECT *.topic
FROM root
WHERE *.internal-call-no

The use of  followed by a single label is a convenient
and common way to locate objects with a certain label
in a complex structure. Similar to ?, two occurrences of
 in the same query must match the same sequence of
labels, unless variables are used.
Example 3.4 Our next example illustrates how variables are used to specify di erent paths with the same
label sequence. This query retrieves each document for
which both \Aho" and \Hopcroft" are authors:
3
Note that our use of wild-card symbols is similar to, e.g.,
Unix, X-windows, etc.

SELECT biblio.doc
FROM root
WHERE biblio.doc.auth-set.auth-ln(a1)="Aho"
AND biblio.doc.auth-set.auth-ln(a2)="Hopcroft"

Here, the query's WHERE clause nds all paths through
the subobject structure with the sequence of labels
[biblio, doc, auth-set], and with two distinct path
completions with label auth and with values \Aho" and
\Hopcroft" respectively. The answer object contains one
\doc" component for each such path. Hence, for the portion of the object structure shown in Figure 2 the query
returns:
hanswer, set, fobjgi
obj is hdoc, set, fauths2 , topic2 , call-no2 gi
auths2 is hauth-set, set, fauth12 , auth22 ,auth32 gi
auth12 is hauth-ln, string, \Aho"i
auth22 is hauth-ln, string, \Hopcroft"i
auth32 is hauth-ln, string, \Ullman"i
topic2 is htopic, string, \Algorithms"i
call-no2 is hdewey-decimal, string, \BR273"i
Example 3.5 Although we have used only equality
predicates so far, OEM-QL permits any predicate to be
used in the Condition of a WHERE clause. The predicates
that can be evaluated for a given information source depend on the translator and the source. Suppose, for
example, that a bibliographic information source supports a predicate called \auth" that takes as parameters
a document and the last name of an author; the predicate returns true i the document has at least one author
with the given last name. Then the query in Example 3.4
might be written as:
SELECT biblio.doc
FROM root
WHERE auth(biblio.doc, "Aho")
and auth(biblio.doc, "Hopcroft")

One of the translators we have built (see Section 4) is
for a bibliographic information source called Folio that
does in fact support a rich set of predicates. All of the
predicates supported by Folio are available to the client
through OEM-QL.
In [16] we provide a grammar for the basic OEM-QL
syntax and a semantics speci ed as the answer object
returned for an arbitrary query. The basic OEM-QL
described in this paper is certainly amenable to extensions. For example, here we have allowed only one object
in the FROM clause, so \joins" between objects cannot be
described at the top level of a query. The language can
easily be extended to allow multiple objects in the FROM
clause. Similarly, the SELECT clause allows only one path
to be speci ed; \constructors" can be added so that new
object structures can be created as the result of a query.
While these extensions are clearly useful, and we plan to
incorporate them in the near future, we also expect that
many translators (especially translators for unstructured
and semi-structured information sources) will support
only the basic OEM-QL (some may even support just
a subset), since supporting the full extended language
may result in unreasonable increase of the translator's

complexity. One useful extension we plan for OEM-QL,
and we expect will be supported by most translators,
is the ability to express queries about labels and object
structure: we expect that clients will frequently need to
\learn" about the objects exported by an information
source before meaningful queries can be posed.

3.1 Related Languages

Many query languages for object-oriented and nested relational data models are based on an extension of SQL
with path expressions, e.g. [9,10,11,17]. As stated earlier, OEM-QL can be viewed as an adaptation of these
languages to the speci cs of OEM.
In OEM-QL, path expressions range only over objects,
while in most other languages they range over the schema
and the objects. For example, consider the WHERE condition doc.auth = "Smith". In OEM-QL, we simply nd
all objects with label doc that have a subobject with
label auth and value \Smith." In a conventional OO
language, we would have to identify a class doc with an
attribute named auth. Then we would range over all
objects of class doc looking for the matching name. We
believe that the simplicity of ranging over objects only
leads to a more intuitive language and a more compact
language de nition.
A signi cant feature of OEM-QL is that it lets us
query information sources where there is no regular
schema. A conventional language breaks down in such
a case, unless one de nes an object class for every possible type of irregular object. (Note that such a schema
would have to be modi ed each time a di erent object
appeared.) Of course, if a particular information source
does have a schema and a regular structure, the translator for that source should take advantage of the schema.
For example, suppose all objects are stored in a relational database, and the translator receives the WHERE
condition doc.auth = "Smith". The translator could
rst check that there is a relation doc with attribute
auth and, if so, could use an index to fetch the matching objects. Thus, the fact that the model and language
do not require a schema does not mean that a schema
cannot be used for query processing.

4 Implementation

We have argued that OEM and its query language are
designed to facilitate integrated access to heterogeneous
data sources. To support this claim, in this section we
describe how we have applied OEM to a particular scenario. The scenario consists of a variety of bibliographic
information sources, including a conventional library retrieval system, a relational database holding structured
bibliographic records, and a le system with unstructured bibliographic entries. Using our OEM-based system, these sources are accessible through a generalpurpose user interface that allows evaluation of queries
and object exploration.
Our rst operational translator accesses the Stanford
University Folio System. Folio provides access to over 40
repositories, including a catalog of the holdings of Stan-

ford's libraries, and several commercial sources such as
INSPEC that contain entries for Computer Science and
other published articles. Folio is the most dicult of
our information sources, partly because the translator
must emulate an interactive terminal. The translator
initially must establish a connection with Folio, giving
the necessary account and access information. When
the translator receives an OEM-QL query to evaluate,
it converts the query into Folio's Boolean retrieval language. Then it extracts the relevant information from
the incoming screens and exports the information as an
OEM answer object. The Folio translator is written in
C and runs as a server process on Unix BSD4.3 systems.
We have also implemented several simple mediators that
re ne the objects exported by the translator (see Section 4.2). Translators for the other bibliographic sources
are nearly complete|they have involved substantially
less coding because the underlying sources (e.g., a relational database) are much easier to use. Our translators
and mediators are discussed further in Section 4.2.
We have also implemented OEM Support Libraries
to facilitate the creation of future translators, mediators, and end-user interfaces. These libraries contain
procedures that implement the exchange of OEM objects between a server (either a translator or a mediator) and a client (either a mediator, an application, or
an interactive end-user). The Support Libraries handle
all TCP/IP communications, transmission of large objects, timeouts, and many other practical issues. A Unix
BSD4.3 and a Windows version of the package have been
implemented and demonstrated. The Support Libraries
are described in Section 5.
Finally, we have implemented a Heterogeneous Information Browser that lets a user submit queries and explore resulting objects. The Browser is implemented in
Visual C++ and runs under Windows. The next subsection describes the Browser in more detail. We believe
the Browser illustrates the desirability of a simple model
and language from the point of view of a user who may
not be familiar with the underlying information.

4.1 The Heterogeneous Information Browser

The Heterogeneous Information Browser (HIB) provides
a graphical user interface for submitting queries and exploring results. We illustrate its operation by walking
through a particular interaction. Refer to Figure 3.
When the HIB is opened, it displays a menu of known
translators and/or mediators (hereafter referred to as
TM's). Each entry of the menu speci es the name of
a TM, the site where it can be found, the communication protocol it uses, and other information that may be
needed for locating the TM and connecting to it. The
user may select any of the TM's on the menu, or the user
may enter a new TM not listed.
After a connection is established, an information exchange session starts. The user can either type a query
directly into the Active Query window, or he may select one of the Frequently-Asked-Queries shown in the
Queries window. Frequently-Asked-Queries are usually
ll-in-the-form queries, so the user must complete the

Figure 3: Querying and Object Browsing
missing parts. For example, a translator for Folio may
provide templates for nding documents by author, title, and subject, by far the most common queries. The
ability to suggest common queries is especially important for \low end" TM's that do not implement the full
OEM-QL. In such a case, the user needs guidance as to
what queries the source will be able to process.
If a submitted query is valid and successfully executed
by the TM, the answer object is returned to the HIB.
The user can then navigate through the object structure of the answer. This is best understood if we think
of the answer as a tree (or a graph, in the most general case), where the atom objects are the leaves, and
the set objects are the internal nodes. Initially, the root
and its immediate subobjects are displayed in the object viewer, as illustrated in the left window of Figure 3.
Here, the root (label answer) is a set of six documents
(label doc). The user can move from the current node
to another node by clicking on any of the highlighted
direction buttons at the bottom of the window. If a button is not activated, there is no object in that direction.
For example, in the left window of Figure 3 one cannot
move UP because there are no objects \above" the root.
However, the user can move DOWN to the rst child of
the answer object; the result is shown in the right window of Figure 3. During navigation, the object viewer
always shows two levels of the structure (which can be
generalized to k levels). Thus, when the current object
is a document (label doc) one can see its components,
i.e., the TITLE, AUTHOR, and so on (right window). If an
atom value is too large to be seen in the viewer (e.g., the
abstract of a document), the user can click on it to open
a full window that displays the value.
At any time, the user can click on the HELP button
to display the \man page" for the label of the current
object. As discussed in Section 2, each TM answers the
question What does label X mean? by returning a man-

ual entry. This entry describes in English the meaning
of the label and how the value of the object should be
interpreted. We feel this is a very useful feature of our
approach: any time one sees a data value, it is accompanied by a label, and one can immediately nd the meaning of the label. This is not only useful to the end-user,
but also to the mediator implementor who needs to understand the data that is being integrated or processed.4
Notice that the self-describing nature of OEM makes
it easy for a user to navigate through unknown objects.
If a user knows nothing about a particular source, he can
simply pose the query:
SELECT ?
FROM root

and then browse. As he examines the retrieved labels
and their \man pages," he can learn the meaning of each
component. Then he can pose more re ned queries.

4.2 Translators and Mediators

In this section we illustrate how OEM is used for translation and mediation in the context of our heterogeneous
bibliographic information source scenario. The general
architecture is shown in Figure 4. Translators are built
for all participating bibliographic sources. On top of
the translators we use mediators [20] to support objects
and queries that are more re ned than the objects and
queries supported by lower-level translators or mediators. In particular, the mediators directly above the
translators reconcile discrepancies between sources (e.g.,
di erences in the structure of objects, the naming of labels, the format of values, etc.), simplifying the task of
4
The requirement of providing a \man page" for each label
could be viewed as a burden, but if the meaning of information is not documented, there is no hope for heterogeneous
information access!
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Figure 4: Translation and Mediation Architecture
the mediator that combines information from multiple
sources.
To illustrate the operation of the translators and mediators, consider the Folio information source and its
translator. The Folio translator T receives OEM-QL
queries and issues Folio queries. The set of queries q(T )
that T is able to translate and execute should have two
properties:
1. The translation of any q(T ) query into a corresponding Folio query should be as simple as possible, to
minimize the translation implementation e ort.
2. The set q(T ) should preserve as much as possible
the power of the underlying query language. Ideally,
there should be no Folio query that does not have a
corresponding query in q(T ).
We have satis ed both properties in the case of Folio
by supporting predicates in OEM-QL that correspond
directly to the access methods that Folio provides. As an
example, Figure 4 shows a typical query entering Folio,
asking for the bibliographic entries where the last name
of one of the authors is \Ullman" and the rst name
starts with \J." The corresponding query in OEM-QL
is:

SELECT biblio.doc
FROM Folio
WHERE auth(biblio.doc, "Ullman J")
auth

From this query, T only needs to translate the
predicate to the corresponding author search construct.
As illustrated in Figure 4, translator T uses a straightforward mapping to translate the citations returned from
Folio (as a string) into an OEM object. Mediator M1
re nes the structure of the objects exported by T , by
extracting the basic components of each bibliographic
object (e.g., authors, title). In addition, M1 supports a
wider and more generic set of queries than T . For example, M1 is able to translate the incoming query shown in
Figure 4 to the outgoing one.
A key design criterion here is modularity. Since the
translators are likely to be the most complex components (they must deal with the idiosyncrasies of the information sources), our goal is to keep the work of the
translators to a minimum. Once a translator produces
its object in some OEM format, additional work can be
done by mediators. Note that [6] suggests an average
of 6 months e ort to implement a translator for a conventional DBMS. In our experience, the total e ort can
be reduced substantially by shifting work from transla-

tors to mediators, and by using the Support Libraries
described in Section 5. In addition, we have recently developed a translator-generator, which further reduces the
e ort required to bring a new information source on-line.
The top level mediator M in Figure 4 combines the
information from several sources into a single document
collection. The simplest implementation of this mediator performs a union of all the collections. When M
receives a query, it e ectively \broadcasts" the query to
all mediators at lower levels, then merges the answers.
Certainly more sophisticated mediation techniques could
be useful, such as recognizing and eliminating duplicate
results. In [16] we describe some initial ideas we have for
specifying and implementing mediators. As with translators, our main goal is to develop a speci cation-driven
mediator-generator, so that new mediators can be developed and installed quickly and easily.
u

u

5 The OEM Support Libraries

OEM and OEM-QL are designed for a client to send
queries and obtain corresponding answer objects from a
server. The server may be a translator or a mediator,
while the client may be a mediator or an end-user program (such as the HIB described in Section 4.1). We
have implemented general-purpose OEM Client Support
and Server Support Libraries that provide the common
functionality needed for object and query exchange.
We expect that our Support Libraries will expedite
the implementation of mediators, translators, and enduser programs. In addition, implementing these libraries
has brought to the surface a number of interesting issues
regarding the exchange of objects when one or more participants are not inherently object-oriented. As far as we
know, these issues do not arise in conventional, homogeneous object-oriented systems (or at least not in quite
this way). Here we discuss one of the most important issues that has arisen, namely that of partial object fetches.
In many cases it is very inecient to send the complete
answer object to the client in one step. In particular:
1. The client has to wait until the full answer is retrieved from the information source before examining the object. This prevents \pipelined" operation,
where the client starts processing subobjects as they
arrive. The problem is exacerbated if we have a string
of mediators between the source and the client: the
client cannot begin processing the answer until all of
the intermediate TM's have completed their work.
2. The answer object may be very large. Once a client
inspects part of the answer object, the client may
determine that it does not need some portions of the
answer object, or perhaps does not need the object
at all.
To avoid these problems, the Support Libraries provide a partial fetch mechanism that enables clients to
retrieve only parts of the answer object. The mechanism is used as follows. When the client wishes to request an object, it calls a query() function, passing the
OEM-QL query as a parameter. The client can then

fetch either the full answer object (including subobjects)
by calling the getFullObject() function, or the client
can fetch only the root of the answer object by calling
the getRootObject() function. In the latter case, additional getFullObject() and/or getRootObject() calls
are used to fetch the subobjects.
Calls to the getRootObject() function lead to incomplete, or unfetched, objects in the client's memory. A
reference to an unfetched subobject is something that
only the Support Libraries understand, and it is speci c for the particular call in progress. Consider what
happens when a client wants to examine an unfetched
object. One option is to support on-demand retrieval of
any unfetched objects. However, this allows the client to
traverse answer objects in arbitrary order, implying that
the server must cache the entire answer object. Such ondemand fetching would be very dicult for translators
such as the one for Folio (recall Section 4). The Folio bibliographic source returns a stream of documents,
and the translator has no control over the order of the
records. For on-demand service, all records would have
to be stored by the translator. If the user poses a query
that is too broad, the answer object might be enormous.
Consequently, instead of on-demand service, the Support Libraries provides a stream model for retrieving unfetched objects. A \preorder traversal" of the answer object is used, and the client must perform partial fetches
in this order. To illustrate, suppose that after a rst
getRootObject() call, the client retrieves an object A
whose set value contains three unfetched references, u1,
u2, and u3. If the client decides that the number of documents is too large, the client may choose to submit a
di erent query. Otherwise, if the rst document is desired, the client issues a getRootObject() call with u1
as a parameter. The rst subobject is fetched; suppose
it is another set with unfetched references u11 and u12.
Next the client fetches u11, which happens to be the title
of the document. Based on this, the client may decide
it wants to skip the rest of the u1 object. It can do so
by issuing a getRootObject() call with u2; this causes
the u1 subobjects that were not fetched to be discarded.
Thus, even though the client is constrained to traverse
the answer object in a particular order, uninteresting
parts can be skipped.
Due to space limitations, our description of the OEM
Support Libraries and their services has been cursory.
Our goal has not been a full description of the Support
Libraries, but rather an illustration of the challenging
practical issues that arise when there is an \impedance
mismatch" between the way an information source provides objects and the way a client wishes to see them.
We believe that our Support Libraries provide a generalpurpose framework for handling many of these issues.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We are developing a complete environment and set of
tools for integrated access to diverse and dynamic heterogeneous information sources. Exchange of information in our environment is based on the Object Exchange

Model (OEM) introduced in this paper. OEM retains the

simplicity of relational models while allowing the exibility of object-oriented models. Objects in OEM have a
very simple structure, yet the model is powerful enough
to encode complex information. For exibility, OEM
objects are self-describing. This approach eliminates the
need for regular structure or a prede ned schema. However, when structure or schema are present, they can be
exploited by OEM translators and mediators.
OEM objects are requested using a declarative query
language OEM-QL, which is based on nested-SQL query
languages. We have found OEM-QL to be both expressive and easy to use. In this paper we have de ned
the basic constructs of OEM-QL. We are extending the
query language along the lines discussed in Section 3. In
addition, we plan to add language constructs and underlying support for data modi cation operations and for
monitors (or active rules).
We have experimented with OEM and OEM-QL by
implementing OEM-based access to several quite di erent bibliographic information sources. Our implementation so far has served a number of purposes:
 It has helped us re ne and ratify our design of the
model and query language.
 We have uncovered a number of important issues
and generic functionalities in the implementation of
OEM-based object exchange. This led to our development of the OEM Support Libraries described in
Section 5.
 We have realized a need for browsing tools, leading
to the Heterogeneous Information Browser described
in Section 4.1.
 We have used a layered architecture for translators
and mediators (recall Figure 4), which we believe expedites the integration of heterogeneous information
sources.
Implementation is currently underway to incorporate
additional bibliographic information sources into our
system. At the same time, we have developed some simple mediators and a new browser based on Mosaic and
the World Wide Web system. We have just completed a
tool for generating translators automatically from speci cations, and we are investigating similar tools for generating mediators.
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